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 Ballistic glass
 The flagship screen
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 HD Clear
 Scratch protection
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 Edge To Edge
 Full device coverage
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 Privacy
 prevents id theft
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 Matte-Antiglare
 Matte protection
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 Cleaning Kits
 Cleans and disinfects
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 Premium Cables
 For superior connectivity
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 BE THE FIRST TO KNOW
 Get all the latest information on New Device Protection, Sales and Offers.
 Sign up for our newsletter today.
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   CONTACT INFORMATION
 EMAIL
 customersupport@techarmor.com



 ABOUT TECHARMOR
 	Why Techarmor
	Contact us
	Privacy Policy






   OUR PROMISE
 At Tech Armor, it's not just about providing great products that everyone can afford, it's about making lifetime connections with our customers. We only use the highest quality components available on the market and we will not rest until you are satisfied with your purchase. All Tech Armor products have industry leading Hassle-Free Warranties.
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